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Abstract 

Rotating stall in centrifugal compressors not only adversely affects the performance before surge, but also can generate high 
subsynchronous vibrations, marking the minimum flow limit of a machine. Recent works presented an experimental approach to 
estimate the stall force induced by the unbalanced pressure field in a vaneless diffuser using dynamic pressure measurements. In 
this study, the results of a 3D-unsteady simulation of a radial stage model were used to estimate the stall force and to compare it 
with the approximation obtained with an “experimental-like” approach. Results showed that: a) the experimental approach, using 
an ensemble average approach for transposing data between time and space domains provides sufficiently accurate results; b) the 
momentum contribution, neglected in experiments, gives negligible contribution to the final intensity of the stall force. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of ATI 2016. 
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1. Introduction 

Centrifugal compressors play a fundamental role in the present world energy scenario, particularly for oil & gas 
industries [1]. Due to the huge amount of power associated to their industrial applications, even small efficiency 
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and/or rangeability increases would in fact provide significant energy and money savings. In view of an extension of 
the minimum flow limit, in particular, manufacturers pay much interest to an inner comprehension of the 
aerodynamic phenomena which precede the surge, with particular focus on rotating stall (e.g. [2-9]). Recent studies 
in fact showed that a proper estimation of the aerodynamic forces generated during rotating stall conditions [10], and 
a consequent revised design of the stages [11], could provide notable increases of expected rangeability. 

 
Nomenclature 

b diffuser width [m] 
f mass forces [N] 
F force [N] 
n versor normal to surface 
p pressure [Pa] 
S  surface of the control volume 
t time [s] 
T revolution period [s] 
u flow velocity [m/s] 
V control volume 
y+ dimensionless wall distance [-] 

Greek letters 
θ azimuthal angle [deg] 
ρ air density [kg/Nm3] 
τ work coefficient [-] 
τw viscous stresses [N] 
ϕ flow coefficient [-] 
ω pulsation [rad/s] 

Superscripts 
* dimensionless value 

Subscripts 
e external 
m momentum 
p pressure 
r radial 
stall value at stall 

1.1. Experimental approach to stall force estimation 

The evaluation of the destabilizing force generated by the unbalanced flow field during rotating stall is not easy 
in real compressors, since the use of laboratory-like measurement system is very often not allowed by mechanical 
constraints or reliability issues. Some of the authors have assessed in the last few years a systematic approach for 
determining the stall force in vaneless diffuser rotating stall making use of a limited number of dynamic pressure 
sensors positioned at the diffuser’s inlet [10,12]. The approach is based on at least two sensors inserted at given 
azimuthal positions within the diffuser, whose signals in time are manipulated with an ensemble average approach 
clocked at the subsynchronous revolution frequency of the stall. This frequency is identified by the autocorrelation 
function of one of the signals, while the cross-correlation function is used to define the phase shift between the 
signals at that frequency and then calculate the number of lobes of the stall pattern, cross-checking the proper 
selection of the stall frequency [10,12]. The method has been validated against experimental data [10-11], obtaining 
a satisfactory agreement. As discussed by the authors themselves, however, some important assumptions are needed 
in applying the methodology. First, the pressure pattern induced by the stall is assumed to be stable during its 
rotation [13]; by doing so, pressure data acquired can be transposed from the time domain to the space domain. 
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Then, the effect of induced distortions of the radial velocity distribution at the impeller exit (i.e. the non-uniformity 
of momentum distribution) is assumed to be small enough with respect to the pressure contribution to be neglected 
in a first approximation. Finally, the instantaneous force pulsations due to all phenomena taking place at frequencies 
higher than the stall one are smoothed by the ensemble average process on many cycles, leading to the estimation of 
a constant stall force intensity [12]. 

1.2. Theoretical analysis 

From a theoretical point of view, the mathematical expression of the force on the impeller can be easily 
obtained applying the momentum balance (Eq. 1) to a control volume containing the impeller, schematized in 
Fig.1(a). By applying the transport theorem to the le left term of Eq. 1, the balance can then be expressed as in Eq. 2, 
where Fe represents the sum of all forces acting on the control volume surface. Finally, if one neglects the body 
forces (first element of the right term in Eq. 2), the resulting force on the impeller (F) is given by Eq. 3, where the 
pressure and momentum in the inlet (S1) and outlet (S2) surfaces contributions are clearly distinguishable. It is worth 
remembering that the same force could be also expressed as the integral of viscous and pressure stresses acting on 
the lateral boundaries of the control volume S, representing the walls of the impeller. 
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2. CFD simulations 

The results of a three-dimensional fully unsteady CFD simulation [14] were used to analyze the stall force 
characteristics. The tested rotor was an industrial impeller with high peripheral Mach number, for which unique 
experimental pressure measurements, including the spatial reconstruction of the pressure field at the diffuser inlet, 
were available from a former analysis [15]. The computational domain included the impeller, the vaneless diffuser 
and the return channel (Fig.1(b)). Simulations were carried out with the TRAF code [16]; the code is a 
steady/unsteady, multigrid/multiblock flow solver for the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations. A detailed description of the numerical scheme can be found in [16]. The domain included all stage 
components between Sect. 10 and Sect. 60 in Fig.1(b). Experimental values were used to apply the boundary 
conditions at Sect. 10 (spanwise distributions of total pressure, total temperature, and flow angles), while at Sect. 60 
the static pressure was imposed at the hub and its spanwise distribution was obtained using the radial equilibrium. 

 

(a)                             (b)  

Fig. 1. (a) Control volume for the theoretical analysis of stall force; (b) Computational domain in CFD analyses [14]. 
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(a)    (b)     (c)  

Fig. 2. Mesh details [14]: (a) impeller and vaneless diffuser (b) return channel. Normalized work and flow coefficients evolution (c). 

The domain was discretized using structured grids (some detailed views are reported in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)), 
obtained with in-house developed elliptic mesh generators. Non-periodic H-type grids for each blade passage were 
used. In particular, for the impeller passage and the vaneless diffuser a single-block H type grid was adopted for a 
total of 1.36M points. The interface between the vaneless diffuser and the return channel computational domains 
was positioned at Sect. 40 before the U-bend. For the return channel a grid with 1.15M points was used. The overall 
grid dimension was of approximately 55.5M points. The value of the y+ for the first grid point above the wall 
surface was below 1 for all the blades, and a low value of the mesh stretch was adopted in order to achieve a good 
resolution in the wall adjacent region. The mesh was selected on the basis of previous analyses on centrifugal 
compressor stages (e.g. [17]) and represents a reasonable compromise for the full-annulus unsteady computations. 
The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model [18] was used as turbulent closure, together with the modification 
proposed by Spalart and Shur [19] to account for rotation and streamline curvature effects. Beyond the reference 
study of [14], this model has been recently used by the authors for the analysis of a turbocharger stage with a vaned 
diffuser [20], demonstrating robustness and low computational requirements with respect to the two-equation 
turbulence models. For brevity reasons, other details on the numerical scheme used in the present simulations are 
not reported here; additional detailed information can be found in [14]. It is worth noticing, finally, that the 
comparison between experiments and simulations, also reported in [14], showed a really good matching and 
corroborated the CFD capabilities in correctly describing the phenomenon. 

3. Results 

Eighty-four full impeller revolutions were simulated with the unsteady approach. As discussed in [14], after 
about 10 periods of the simulation an instability developed, which substantially increased the amplitude of the lift 
fluctuations on the impeller blade. The evolution of the stage performance parameters, namely the work coefficient 
and the flow coefficient, is shown in Fig. 2(c). Performance parameters were calculated considering the time-
averaged values of the mass-weighted total enthalpy and the work-averaged total pressure, and normalized with 
respect to the corresponding experimental values at stall inception [15]. The red cross in the figure represents the 
time-averaged value over 20 full revolutions which corresponds to a pseudo-periodicity of the rotating stall that has 
been already analyzed in [14]. In order to analyze the aerodynamic force connected to the onset of the rotating stall 
pattern, 20 relevant revolutions were here selected, namely between t/T=64 and t/T=84, where T represents the 
period of an impeller revolution. Figure 3 depicts the pressure evolution within the vaneless diffuser in the analyzed 
time window. Data are reported in terms of dimensionless pressure fluctuation p* at Sect. 20 (diffuser inlet, where 
experimental probes were located), equal to the pressure fluctuation divided by the mean pressure at Sect. 20. 

As discussed by the authors in [14], in the first part of simulations the flow structure was yet not fully coherent. 
The transition mode towards the final stall structure took place at approximately t/T=71, and led to a stable pattern 
for a few revolutions. The intensity and frequency of the predicted pattern were found to be in excellent agreement 
with the experiments presented in [15]; on this basis, present data are thought to be a valuable case study for a 
general-validity analysis of the force contributions. The subsynchronous frequency of the stall (approximately 5% of 
the revolution frequency) is clearly distinguishable in the map presented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Pressure evolution in the diffuser at Sect. 20 during 20 full revolutions (stall period). 

In the present study, two different analyses were carried out, aimed at assessing two main assumptions that are 
made in the experimental procedure to evaluate the stall force, i.e. the possibility of neglecting the momentum 
contribution with respect to the pressure one (see Eq. 3) and the stability of the stall pattern during its revolution, 
which is pivotal to enable the shift between time and space domain made by the ensemble averaging process. 

3.1. Analysis of force contributions 

To analyze in details the different force contributions, the relevant revolutions between t/T=71 and t/T=76 were 
analyzed. In this time window, the stall pattern is indeed coherent and structured; for the same reasons, the same 
revolutions were also analyzed in [14] and compared to experiments. During the selected time window, the radial 
(destabilizing) force on the impeller was first directly calculated by CFD by integrating the contributions all over the 
impeller rotating surfaces. The calculated values are reported in Fig. 4(a) in a green line and denoted as Fr*, since 
they are reported in a dimensionless form (i.e. the force divided by the area at Sect. 20 and the mean pressure herein) 
to preserve the non-disclosure agreement with the industrial partner. In the same figure, the force calculated as the 
integral of pressure and momentum contributions at Sect. 20 is also reported in a red line. As theoretically attended, 
an excellent agreement was found between the two calculation methods. It is also worth noticing that several ripples 
are noticed in the force trend; these ripples indeed do not correspond to the main modulation induced by the rotating 
stall, as it will be shown later on. The force variability is conversely due to the additional phenomena taking place 
during the simulated stall conditions and discussed in details in [14]. 

In Fig. 4(b), the global radial force calculated as the integral at Sect. 20 was then decomposed into its two main 
contributions, i.e. the pressure and the momentum ones (Eq. 3). In doing so, it is worth remembering that the main 
assumption of the experimental method proposed in [10-12] is that the momentum contribution is small enough to 
calculate the force only based on the pressure contributions all over the flow passage area at Sect. 20 (Eq. 4).    

  

 (a)    (b)  

Fig. 4. Force on the impeller during the selected time window: (a) comparison between the radial force on the impeller directly calculated by the 
CFD and that obtained integrating the pressure and momentum contributions at Sect. 20; (b) magnitude of pressure and momentum contributions. 
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Present results soundly confirm the assumption of the experimental method, being the momentum contribution 
definitely negligible with respect to the pressure one. This indeed represents a very important result in view of future 
experimental studies on real machines, allowing the use of properly positioned dynamic pressure sensors only for 
the estimation of the stall force. 

3.2. Time-space domain shift 

The second main goal of the present analysis was to assess the suitability of the theoretical approach proposed in 
[10], which makes use of, at least, only two sensors for the reconstruction of the pressure field. Among the two, the 
signal of one sensor is in fact used to perform the ensemble averaging process, while the second one is used to 
calculate the phase shift and then assess the correct frequency to lock the average on. 

In the present case, the stall frequency was known a priori from previous analyses [14]; as a result, the only 
virtual probe at θ=0 was considered for the analysis: the signal in time of this probe indeed corresponds to the 
horizontal grey line in Fig. 3. Then, the instantaneous spatial pressure profile at t/T=74 (vertical grey line in Fig. 3) 
was extracted from the CFD pressure map at Sect. 20. 

If the assumptions of the method proposed in [10] are fulfilled, this spatial pressure profile should match the 
evolution of pressure seen in time by the fixed probe during a time period equal to that of the stall (i.e. 
approximately 20 times the revolution period T). To verify this hypothesis, in Fig. 5 the spatial pressure profile at 
t/T=74 (red line) is compared to the time data recorded by the virtual probe at θ=0 (light grey line). Based on the 
aforementioned assumptions, the time data were transposed in the space domain using the stall period (Eq. 5). 

stall
stall T

tt
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Moreover, in Fig. 5 the same time signal was also reported after a low-pass filtering has been applied to it, locked 
at the impeller revolution frequency. The smoothing of this filter on the signal is indeed comparable to that obtained 
by averaging experimental data on many revolutions with the ensemble average approach [12]. 

Upon examination of the figure, it is apparent that a very good matching was obtained, soundly confirming the 
possibility of relying only on the data of a single probe for the pressure pattern reconstruction in the vaneless 
diffuser in case of developed rotating stall conditions (another probe is needed for the stall frequency definition). In 
the present case, little discrepancies can only be seen at the boundaries of the selected time window only due to the 
instability of the pressure pattern in those periods that has been already extensively discussed in analyzing Fig. 3. 

 

    

Fig. 5. Spatial pressure profile at Sect. 20 and t/T=74 compared to the time-dependent pressure data measured by the virtual probe at θ=0 
transposed in space by the stall frequency as in the experimental approach based on the ensemble average. 
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In terms of stall intensity, both methods confirm an almost null value, due to the almost complete symmetry of 
the lobes: the result is again in agreement with experiments of [15]. An interesting assessment of the same 
considerations can be also obtained by analyzing the entire diffuser pressure maps during a stall cycle, reported in 
Fig. 6 for the mid span plane (the rotation of both the impeller and the stall lobe is counterclockwise). Please note 
that in the figure the impeller inlet has been hidden with a gray circle to preserve the non-disclosure agreement with 
the industrial partner. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Evolution of the pressure pattern within the diffuser (mid span) between t/T=64 and t/T=84. 

Upon examination of the contours, acquired in correspondence to time intervals equal to 1/6Tstall, the three-lobes 
nature of the stall is apparent, with the only partial exception of the first periods due to the already discussed 
instabilities in the stall pattern. Lobes are moving almost rigidly by approximately π/3 between every snapshot. 

Finally, Fig. 7 reports the spatial pressure distribution at Sect. 20 and t/T=74 in the spanwise direction. As already 
noticed in [14], stall cells are definitely full-span. This result further enhances the confidence in the theoretical 
approach used in experiments, since allows the use of only two probes at mid span for a reliable force estimation.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Pressure distribution at diffuser inlet (Sect. 20) and t/T=74 as a function of circumferential and spanwise directions. 
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4. Conclusions 

In the present study, fully unsteady three-dimensional CFD simulations of a centrifugal compressor stage under 
vaneless diffuser rotating stall conditions were exploited to analyze the characteristics of the resulting aerodynamic 
force on the impeller. In particular, the force value straightforwardly obtained by the CFD results was compared to 
that obtained by manipulating flow data at discrete points along the diffuser’s inlet with the same theoretical 
approach that has been recently proposed for use in experimental tests. 

The comparative analysis, whose results are indeed independent on the present case study and the specific stall 
pattern, showed that the shift of time-dependent data in discrete positions into the space domain using the ensemble 
average approach is an effective technique for the analysis of vaneless diffuser stall. Moreover, the stability of the 
developed stall pattern during its subsynchronous revolution allows the use of few sensors (at least two) for the 
reconstruction process with negligible accuracy errors. The full-span nature of stall cells also allows the 
instrumentation of a single spanwise section to achieve an accurate estimation of the force intensity. Finally, the 
present analysis also corroborated the main assumption of making use of pressure only for the estimation of stall 
force since the momentum contribution was proved to give negligible contribution to the final force intensity. 
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